
Innovations for a better world.
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myBühler presents an overview of your Bühler equipment, including documents such as user manuals and spare parts catalogs. 
This makes it easy to find the parts you are looking for. In addition, your purchasing process is streamlined thanks to direct access 
to price and part information and the possibility of directly creating quotations and orders.

Welcome to your digital customer experience.

The world of myBühler is waiting for you! 
Visit us at mybuhler.com 
Send us an email at register@mybuhler.com 

Easy to do business with Bühler!

Quick 
Placing orders and creating quotations 
just became faster. myBühler saves 
you time with the option to get your 
quotation or place your order right 
away. Just choose your required part, 
click and your parts are on their way. 
Moreover, you can connect your 
purchasing system to myBühler with 
our integration options. No matter 
which purchasing system you run, we 
can integrate it in myBühler and speed 
up your purchasing process.

Convenient
Tired of searching for your manuals 
everywhere? myBühler provides 
information about your machines, 
parts, quotations, orders and 
documents, available 24/7. Includes a 
list of parts per machine, 360° parts 
pictures, find my part service, 
frequently ordered parts and your 
purchasing history. You get easy 
access to all relevant information.

Reliable
In order to have a safe and reliable 
experience, myBühler is certified 
according ISO/IEC 27001:2013. 

Great product that is geared 
towards speed. It made my job so 
much easier and faster. 

Andi Estermann, Head of Maintenance 
Amrein Futtermühle AG

I love to work with myBühler 
because it is really easy. We have all 
the machines with all documents in 
there.

Rolf Schaffner, Head of Maintenance 
Chocolat Frey

Need more information? 
Watch these videos to learn more:

120+
countries worldwide

Easy identification of 
your spare & wear parts

No costs

Integrated to your 
purchasing system 

24/7 
availability of information

8
languages supported 

Customer Portal.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOJcxifhMOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRy0uwHjkyo

